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ANTA

FE DAILY

None EscaneU.
is, mines and mills and is altogether a thriv
London, Dec. 27. Dispatches received
ing town. The mountains are filled with
coal and precious mineral. It enjoys an here this morning say that Capt. Wilson
equable climate, good water and the with a company of British South African
plains ore grassy and afford good pasture. soldiers have been massacred by the
NOOAL.
Matabele warriors. Not a man escaped.
In the central part of the connty is the
leath of Ton Hartigan.
towu of Nogal, or Black Walnut, so called
PABTUBAOE
AND STOCK.
Dnrango, Colo., Dec. 27. Capt. Lon
from the great number of these trees
At present it would seem that the prop,
which
the neighborhood. It is Hartigan, of company K, Colorado Naer method by which to approach the locatedgrow in
in a beautiful mountain park, tional Guard, and city editor of the
reclamation problem in Linoolu county watered by streams and springs, and is
Herald, died Saturday night of
A
is by means of small colonies.
altogether a delightful place. Its prin- pneumonia, following a fivo days' attack
area of irrigable land should be cipal trade is in mining and ranch sup- of grip. Hartigan was one of the best
taken in some of the many river and plies.
newspaper men in the Btato. He came
creek bottoms.
The contiguous range
OTHEB TOWNS.
here from Denver a year and a half ago
should then be improved by the systemposition which he occupied
Bonito, Rnidoso, Walker, Weed, Upper to accept the
atic development of its springs and
at the time of his death. Ho was a gradwater holes. In this way stock end agri- and Lower Penasco, Fort Stanton, Las uate of West Point and a very clever
culture could go hand in hand, and the Tablas, Puertecito and Tecoloto Wells writer.
development of the garden and orchard are the remaining towns andsettlements.
would be simultaneous
with better
SWINGS HIGH.
FOBT STANTON.
methods of stock raising. It may be
The military post of Fort Stanton is
said right here that no matter how rich
or resourceful a section of country may located in a beautiful valley seven miles Gov. Stone, of Missouri, In the Kare
for the Uemocrutic I'rcHiilentliil
little.
be, the individual irrigator can do
from Lincoln, the connty seat. It is now
Noniinaiton.
or
Either
must prepare the way for success. The garrisoned by two companies of infantry.
6'
united efforts of a colony always tell in It is about forty miles north of the
St. Louis, Deo. 27. Gov, Stone is here.
Apache Indian agenoy and was
the line of economy, the concentration of
ordered forces by a corporation makes originally established forty years ago to Word has gone round that he is working
far more rapid development in its widest keep the Mescalero Apaches in check. up a boom for the Domocratio nominaThese latter are now entirely peaceable tion for president.
A member of the
degree. This region is particularly and
peacefully inclined. The post has governor's staff says Stone is really in
tempting to the oolonist. Stock men esofficers
men
for
for
and
the race, and that he has been promised
timate that the profit on cattle in this ample quarters
two
of infantry and two troops the support of the south and southwest.
county is 50 cents monthly per head of companies
Oaks
Between
and
White
it
cavalry.
His friends hope to present him at the
from the time they are calved,- and that
the profit on sheep is 50 per cent. This some very extensive and good coal veins next convention ns the candidate of the
is on stook raised by the "open range" have been discovered and prospected, but west and south.
methods. In the" plan suggested above the want of rail communication has refor colonies the range would became a tarded development. Supplies for Fort
An lull inn nil Fattier.
stock farm. It is not meant that the Stanton are hauled by teams from San
Long Island City, Dec. 27. Kov. E. V.
farmers should own their land or stock Antonio or Lava station on the Atchison,
Boll, editor of the Weekly Flag, a local
in common but only that they 6hould co- Topeka & Santa Fe .railroad.
with his wife
MESOAI.EBO
paper, wns arrested
RESERVATION.
operate for the common good in the
In the southwestern part of the county by the Society for Prevention of Cruelty
development of water.
to
of n son by
for
Circumstances are so favorable to stock is situated the Mescalero
Apache reserva- his Children,
former wife. Morrison Bell, the child,
raising in Lincoln county that prudent
a
This
is
tion.
country
very paradise. is dying from neglect and exposure. Five
managers think 2 per cent is a very
liberal estimate of loss from all oaases It is well grassed, watered and abounds in weeks ago a daughter died of pneumonia
A short time
are
while the cattle or sheep are on the range. game. The Indians
progressing very caused by
Both shsep and cattle men have shown rapidly in the mechanio and agricultural before another son died of malaria inwisdom by importing to their ranges the arts, and many of their children attend duced by the same cause. It is said by
very best and purest blood to croBS with the various Indian schools throughout the society that enough evidence is forththe native breeds. The flocks and herds the territory. The reservation itself con- coming to change the charge of neglect
arc now splendidly graded, of fine form tains 675,000 acres of the best land in to manslaughter. Bell is well known
and size, and are vigorous and healthy. New Mexico. It is inhabited by only GOO under aliases throughout the west, where
The bountiful and lasting pasture, the Indians, and the thought immediately he practices in the ministry.
excellent climate, where snow scarcely suggests itself that it is wrong to permit
ever covers the grass, combine to make such a small handful to occupy bo extenBOB PATE'S FAILURE.
sive and fertile a tract to the exclusion of
this country an ideal stook region.
all others. Sufficient lands should be alAOBIOtlLTUBE,
lotted to the Indians is severalty and the
Of course all agriculture in Lincoln
Kaces in the City of
balance opened to settlement.
Mexico Slot, a Succcss-IIorNt-lii- cn
conducted
is
and
by
county
irrigation,
OBAN QUIVIBA.
Jlroke.
the people enjoy all the advantages of
There is one feature of the history and
that style of farming. Until recently
of Lincoln county that is very
agriculture was very primitive, though progress
St. Louis, Mo. Dec. 27. A dispatch
the yields were always phenomenally interesting. Old Spanish maps exist from the
City of Mexico received this
The
old
laborious
methods
and
large.
showing a large river flowing down along
of the past have given place to modern the eastern border of the county toward morning says the American turfmen there
science. The best agricultural implements the La Norin mesa in Texas, and forming are in distress owing to the failure of the
the conn-tr- y what is now known as "the lost river." midwinter races. This race meet was orhave boen employed and
is dotted with thrifty farms. All the Tradition also Bays that the first Spanish ganized on the American plan and is
valleys should be covered with them. settlers in this region lived at Gran
proving financially disastrous. It is said
and were largely engaged in mining the Mexicans are jealous of the United
Grapes and currants grow wild in this
county and when cultivated mature in up to the time of the Pueblo revolution. States' ideas of conducting a race course
the utmost abundanoe. All the vegetables Wondrous stories are told of the wealth and refused to support the enterprise.
thrive. Cabbage, lettuce, celery, turnips they garnered, and some remains of their Most of the stable owners there are
parsnips, carrots, radishes, peas, tomatoes, smelters are, still to be found. In broke.
of 1680, when the
pumpkins, squashes, onions, melons, okra the chronioles
and cucumbors. have been planted and all Pueblos rose in insurrection against
Reorganization Plans.
St. Louis, Dec. 27. Ed M. Eenna, genhave yielded larger crops than the farmers the foreign
rule and drove the
ever thought could be raised. The size Spaniards like chaff before a hurricane, eral attorney of the St. Louis 4 San Fran
of all is astonishing and the quality per- these hardy miners relate thrilling experiwhich is a part of the A., T. & S. F
fection. Beans are a staple crop. ' The ences. They say in their manuscripts: cisco,
directors
average yield is 900 to 1,600 pounds per "We traveled south three day's journeys, system, says: "The Atchison
acre. They are sure in their results and fighting all the time, and carrying the believe that within three or four, or at
command from i to 6 cents per pound. treasure with us paoked on 270 burros. least six months, they will be able to
Alfalfa is also notable in its yields. Finding it impossible to carry it further, devise a plan by which the company can
From four to five cuttings are made every we buried it, burned brush over the spot be taken out of the receivers' hands. This
assessment of
year and the crop will average from five and swept the ashes away. We buried this plan will not involve any
to eight tons. There is another thing treasure near three little hills." The stock, nor shrinkage in values, nor interthat should be remembered, and that is question is, where are those hills Did est rate of bonds, but will be formulated
that some of the best agricnltnral and the Spaniards keep along the river or in by the use of the collateral the company
as a basis for a collateral trust."
grazing lands in Lincoln county still be- the mountains? In 1690 a terrible vol- has
The principal cause of the A., T.&S. F.
long to the public domain. Good loca- canic earthquake disturbed all this countions are plentiful, and there are great try, the rrver disappeared and the "mal collapse is said to be the failure of the
chanoes here for the men who are willing puis" before mentioned were thrown up. Atlantic & Pacific to pay over $15,000,000
that it owes.
to grow up with the country.
Investigations made by the Smithsonian
TIMBEB.
the
fact
that
the
reveal
in
department
A M0JAVE HORROR.
The plains, plateaux and valleys, indeed Ains of Gran Quivira Spaniards only
all the level country is generally without were found in the graveyards and Pneblos
the houses. The fact is certain theretimber, but the mountain areas are in
Belle of the Tribe Ilarned
fore that the evacuation of the place took A FormerWitchcraft
Her Chilfor
heavily forested. This supply is so ex- place before the earthquake,and therefore
dren Brained.
tensive that taken as a whole it may be about 1680, the date of the revolution.
said to eqnal that of any other section of How much of this is
myth and how much
the territory. It extends in a somewhat
it is impossible to tell. It is reNeedles, Cal., Dec. 27. A horrible story
broken line from the northeast tu the truth, estimated
that this treasure of superstition and murder is brought
southwest a distance of 156 miles. The liably
amounted to about $6,000,000 of gold,
wood consists of pinon, pine, juniper, but where is it buried f At Gran
Indian reservation.
Quivira herefrom theMojave
ash, cottonwood, oak, etc., and affords there are to be traced the remains of re- A year ago, "Loneta," the handsomest
excellent building material. In the Cap- servoirs and canals,
evidently of Spanish squaw of the tribe, married a popular
itan mountains there is a large
origin. The wealth of this region is un- brave. Last Sunday she gave birth to
the
demand
of
present
capable
supplying
doubtedly great. This place should no., twins. According to Mojave tradition
for lumber.
be confounded with the Gran the squaw who has twins is a witch, and
The county has several good and however, with the
Quivira,
descriptions of which mother and babes must die. A grand powthriving towns, which, although off the the manuscripts of Coronado, Friar wow was held, sentence passed, and notrailroads, are considered among the best Marcus de Niza and Onale are filled. The withstanding the pleadings of husband
in the territo ry.
latter was situated somewhere in eastern and friends, the babes were brained with
LINCOLN.
Kansas or western Missouri; while the a club and the mother driven into a shack,
and burned
The oounty seat is Lincoln, situated in subject of this sketch is still to be found which was piled with straw,
in Lincoln county. It is now a famous to death.
and
the central portion of the county
stock region.
connected by daily stages with. San
Max Fbost.
M0RM0XS IN MEXICO.
Antonio on the Atchison, , Topeka &
Santa Fe railroad and also with Lava on
Banld Strides Being; Made by Their
the same road. The water supply is
TELEGRAPHIC TIDINGS,
It is generally ob.Southern Colonies,
good and pure.
tained from the Rio Bonito and from
wells. The surrounding country is prinCity of Mexico, Deo. 27. The Mormons
Scientists In HemMon.
cipally devoted to stook raising and minin their
the
New Haven, Dec. 27. Many scientists are making strides in progress
ing, and the trade of the town is with
northern
Mexico,
in
ranchmen and adjacent minors.- - The of national
.J. C.
colonies
to
reputation have arrived
climate is so mild that business is proseBentlea, business agent of the Juarez and
of
the
the
annual
in
meeting
participate
attencuted all the year through. Some
other colonies in northern Chihuahua, is
tion is being devoted to agri6Ulture, arid American Society of Naturalists at Yale.A in the city to establish a market f8r tlio
there are a. number of go id farms neftr The session opened this morning.'1'
of the colonies, numbering' S ,800
the town. The adjacent mountains are number of remarkable " essays were read. produots
persons. The output of the oolony dairy
covered with pine, cedar, pinon and
Bakers on a Strike.
this year will bo about twenty tons of
walnut.
Chicago, Dec. 27. Fifty more bakers cheese and several tons of butter, as well
OAKS
thousand cases of canned fruits
WHIM
By the end of as many
joined the strike
A tannery is in operaand
vegetables.
Oaks
town
in
White
of
all
The
prob. the week it is proposed that all of them tion, and a fine flour
mill, the finest in
ability will shortly have a good railroad shall be out. There will be great misery the republio of Mexico, has just been
connection through the Feoos Valley rail- if the strike is continued long. The op- erected. The Juarez oolony had a brush
road. As it stands now it is eighty miles position to the new rules is so strong that with an outfit of banditB recently, posing
distant from the Atchison, Topeka & it is believed the bosses can not hold out as revolutionists, along the border and
killed three of their number.
Santa Fe road. It is surrounded by good against the strikers.
various sources.

LINCOLN

TO.

Du-ran-

sufll-cie-

A Great Agricultural,

Pastoral and Mineral Area,
Stretches of Various
d
Timbers
Plateaux; Lovely Moun-

"Wide

Grass-Covere-

tain Valleys.
An Almost Virgia Field for

the

Lo-

Irrigator-Go- od

Mes-cale-

-

cations on the Public
Domain.
A Short Account of the Interesting
History of Gran Quivira and
Its Buried Treasure.
Lincoln County, situated in the southeastern section of the territory, is part of
the drainage area of the Pecos river. It
is bounded on the north by Guadalupe
and Valencia counties, west by Socorro
and Dona Ana, east by Chares and Eddy
connties, and on the south by the state of
Texas. Until 1889, when by act of the
legislature, Chaves and Eddy were separated from it, it was the largest county in
the territory. It is 156 miles long and
from fiftytoseventy miles wide, with a total area of 8,495 square miles. The average
elevation is from 4,000 to 5,000 feet above
sea level and its mountains rise 9,000 or
10,000 feet high. The Sierra Blanca,
Capita n, Nogal, Jicarilla and Sacramento
mountains are well forested. In general
aspect this connty consists of wide grass
covered plains, and on the western border
this formation is brokon into "nial pais,"
or bad lands, by reason of the intrusion
of a wide lava flow.
MOUNTAINS

.

AND

MINERALS.

The topography of the western portion
of the connty is extremely broken. Ernp-tiv- e
rocks of every character extrude
from the sedimentary formations. The
mineral deposits are numerous and extensive. Bodies of crystallized gypsum are
found. Large measures of coal, similar
to that found on the Baton platean, are
known and worked to some extent for
fuel for local use. Valuable and rich
mines of gold, copper and lead are found
in all the mountainous regions, but especially around White Oaks, Nogal and
Capitan mountains. In the well watered
and timbered Sacramento mountains argentiferous copper is found. Gold is
found in the Carrizo, Jicarilla, Capitan
and Sierra Blanca mountains. During
the last two years, within a radius of
twenty miles of White Oaks mining has
received quite an impetus. In the fall of
1892 a rion strike was made in the North
Homestake, a new body of gold ore being
etruok at the 1,000 foot level. This runs
very high in gdld and is considerably
richer than in the upper workings. Indeed, it has been the general experience of
miners in this sootion that the deeper the
hafts the better the ore. The Old Abe
mine has recently made considerable improvement in its mill by reason of finding a good well in White Oaks canon. A
daily supply of 80,000 gallons has been
secured. This allows ample water for its
twenty stamp mill and for all purposes
around the mine. The water is piped
from a reservoir a distance of 5,400 feet.
The Vera Cruz is another good mine. It
has a fifteen stamp mill and is working
steadily on fine gold ore. The shaft of
the South Homestake was burned about a
year ago.' A new one was at once pnt in.
The owners did not expect to str ke any
ore until they reached the level iof their
workings. At the 200 foot level, however,
a new body of $10 ore was struck and the
company is now stoping this out. The
hills everywhere in this section seem to
be filled with metal. The Jicarilla mouns
tains are also showing many good
and some good mines.
'

.

pros-jieof-

WATER,

,

The central parts 'of the - county are
well watered by running ; strenmi, the
principal of which is the Rio Hondo, a
deep, swift stream draining the Sierra
Blanoa and Capitan mountains. Besides
this are the Feliz or Felix, Rnidoso,
Eagle, Upper and Lower Penasco
and Nogal creeks. In the northern portions springs " break out on the wide
plateaux and afford water for stock.
The native grasses, flourish abundantly
on these plains fed by the slight rains.
It is very difficult to estimate the amount
of land that might be irrigated from the
Bo-nit-

FA

WASHINGTON

Another question

how far will it be profitable to store
water by means of dams built in the
stream beds. There aro many thousands
of acres of arable land in the connty, but
according to present knowledge it can not
be said 'hat tbere is water in sight to
reclaim more than 100,000 acres.
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Awarded Highest Honors World's Fair.

NEWS.

Financial
statehood Expectations
Affairs Fears Assassination
National Capital Slews.
STATEHOO".

Washington, Dee. 27. The marriage of
Chairman Faulkner, of the senate committee on territories, on January 3, will
delay consideration of the bills providing
for the admission of the territories some
what. It is expected, however, that the
bills will come up in the house before
January 12.
GBE3HAM FOB TUB SENATE.

Since the election of Mayor HopkinB at
Chicago there has sprung up much talk
about Bee. ureshnm as a candidate for
the U. S. secnte. It is current in administration circles that the secretary was
the controlling influence with the president in the recent Chicago appointments,
and that they were made with the view of
strengthening the friends of Gresham in
their campaign to run him for Cnllom's
seat. To Col. William R. Morrison and
Ben Cable the situation
grows in interest.
TUB

HAWAIIAN INVESTIGATION.

of the committee on
foreign relations met this morning to inquire about the Hawaiian question. The
meeting was in secret. Rev. O. Emerson,
of Hawaii,
said that on account of
threats of harm the American sailors
and marines landed at Honolulu did not
help in the overthrow of the queen.
A

IN

A

OSS Powder

The only

re CrCaiu of Tartar Powder.

Used in Millions of Homes

No Ammonia; No Alum.

40 Years the Standard

With An Axe.
A Fool Iiover.
Haverhill, Mass, Dec. 27. A man named
Havana, Cuba, Dec, 27. A man named
O'Neill, living at Kuckvillage, killed his
wife this morning by chopping her head Antonio Villar, fron New
rleans, comoff with an nxo.
the house of
mitted snicide here
and in the presence of his betrothed.
Another Crank.
it Letters on his body show that death was
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 27.
leaked out that a crank attempted to kill premeditated. His weakness of character
Mayor Tyler, in his ollice, at the city hall, induced him to die beside the woman he
yesterday aftornoon. The mnyor was loved.
.
sitting there alone when a well dressed
'
A ueorgln Killing:
man entered and said he wanted his
Augusta, Ga., Dec. 27. A negro, Jeff
father's suicide investigated. The fellow
then pulled a revolver. Mr. Tyler is nn Crawford, was committed to jail
athlete and managed to take the pistol for the murder of W. H. Blackburn, a
from the crank and called fori help. The well to do white man, on Sunday night.
man was arrested and behoved furiously. The murder was committed for the purHis name is Swartz, aged 82. lie was pose of robbery. Crawford lured hi&
unable to get on the police force, hence victim to the woods on the pretense of
his enmity for the mayor. It is believed taking him to a whiskey wagon and then
killed him.
he is insane.
y

To-da- y

y

.

QUANDARY.

What the senate will do with the tariff
bill is now the burning question of importance. It will be little more than a
month before it reaches thRt body. The
Democratic members of the finance committee realize thRt it will be very difficult
to harmonize as views in many respects
are widely divergent.
Necessity will

settle the various differences regarding
details but the principal fight will be over
the proposition to report a complete
substitute for the Wilson bill. The prospect is thnt those opposing free raw
materials such as coal, lead, iron and
lumber will concentrate their efforts to
secure changes.
Delegations from the
west against free lead are already in the
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THE BOND ISSUE.

The recommendation of the secretary
of the treasury that there shall be an issue
of bonds was a great surprise to many
Democrats. It is evident that the administration policy will be 6harply contested
by the silver men, and that it may result
in another silver
debate.
Chairman
Bland, the noted silver man, said that it
was remnrkable that silver was demonetized in India and now the British government is providing for a bond issue of
We
$50,000,000 for that country.
silver at the special session of
congress, and now comes the proposition

pq

to issue bonds. This means simply that
the demonetization of silver must be followed by an increase of the national debt.
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FINANCIAL.

The treasury receipts for December up
to date have been $21,050,000 and the expenditure $26,243,000, including $11,906,-00- 0
for pensions. The excess of expenditures above receipts for the month will
be between $6,000,000 and $7,000,000, and
the deficiency for the first half of the
fiscal year will be about $36,000,000.
Better figures are expected during the
next six months.
The available cash in the treasury on
Saturday was $90,487,268, of which
is the net gold reserve.
During
the month the available balanco has decreased $5,712,348.
VEABS

a-

ASSASSINATION.

Charles H. Mills, son of Roger Q. Mills,
has given bend and has received authority from a Washington judge to onrry a

pistol for the protection

of his father

from assassination. Senator Mills is one,
of the public men who has been receiving

threatening

letters

from Joseph

Don jam, a PaBsaic, N. J., Anarchist.

INTERNATIONAL COINAGE.
English Utterances thnt Show a
Change of Front In Favor
of Silver.
London, Deo. 27. The most important
political event in England last week,
viewed from an American standpoint,
was Lord Salisbury's frank admission of
the urgent necessity of renconvening the
silver conference. There is a strong
movement suddenly developed in England
in favor of this step. It has obviously
grown the past week, and all the weekly
financial papers which came ont Saturday
seem to point to a conference as offering
the only solution for the problem of
saving India from practical bankruptcy,
with all that it would imply to home interests. Lord Salisbury pressed upon the
government the vital necessity of "resuming negotiations, so rashly put aside,
of trying to find out whether the other
nations of Europe can not agree with ns
from time to time on some stable relation
I
between the valne of the two metals.
do not know whether it is possible bo to
agreo, but I am told all the other nations
say the only obstacle to such an agreement is the obstinacy of England, and if
that is so it is very much to be regretted."
Lord Salisbury's speech is regarded as
a definite pronouncement in favor of inand possibly
ternational
destined to have momentous conseqoen- -
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Chicago, Dec. 27. Mr. Essex, the counsel for the prisoner, resumed his address

?V5
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-

.

in the Prendergrast trial this morning.
In concluding he pleaded with the jury
not to murder an insane man. Mr. Heron,
also for the defense, proceeded and ridi
culed State Attorney Todd.
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M. Agent, Land Department
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The Daily Hew Mexican
Rr

NEW

PRINTING

MEXICAN

CO.

as Second Class matter at the
Santa I'e Post Office.
BATES OF SUBSCRIPTIONS,

Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, three months, by mail
Daily, Biz months, by mail
Daily, one year, by mail
Weekly, per month
.Veekly, per quarter
Weekly, per six months
Weekly, per year

$

25
1 00
1 00
2 60
6 00

10 00
25
75
1 00
2 00

All contracts and bills for advertising payable monthly.
All communication intended for publication must be accompanied by the writer's
aame and address not for publication but
as evidence of good faith, and should be addressed to the editor. Letters pertaining to
business should be addressed
New Mexican Printing Co.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
-The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to every
Post Office ia the Territory and has a large
and growing circulation among the intelligent and progressive people of the southwest.

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER 27.

A little more railroad building during
the year 1894 in New Mexico, it you
please.

Mobk reservoirs and more irrigation
ditches in New Mexico during the year
1894, if you please.
A

labqe influx

condition of Lincoln county, one of the
richest counties in New Mexico. The
article was prepared for the forthcoming
book by the Bureau of Immigration,
"New Mexico; its resources, olimate,
geography, geology, history, statistics,
present condition and future prospeots."
There is bnt one thing needed for the
speedy development of Lincoln county's
grand resources, and that is railroad con
nection with the Santa Fe and the Fecos
Valley. This will come in due season and
articles like the one published in this
issue, will hasten this much to be desired
connection.
IRRIGATION.

The prejudice so long existing against
irrigation farming is Bteadily giving way
to admiration for the system. In Kansas,
Nebraska, Iowa and Texas this sentiment
is rapidly changing under the influence of
the splendid work the whole western press
is now engaged in and results have been
so good as to have even caused a wakening among the effete easterners, as wit.
ness this expression from the New York
Examiner:
"The long drouth this summer did immense damage to farm and orchard crops,
and suggested anew the desirability of a
system of irrigation in these parts as well
as in the more arid regions of the west.
The summer drouth appears to have
settled down as one of our permanent institutions, and it is in order to provide
some means of circumventing it. Irrigation is solving the dry problem out west.
The eastern people are fairly bright, and
the irrigation idea will finally penetrate
their brains."

THE SPIRIT OF THE PRESS,

of good immigrants and
New Mexico during the

Free Trade Anarchy

of capital int j
year 1894, if you please.

The Wilson tariff bill may be defined
as a proposed system of bomb throwing
Cheaper railrond fares to New Mexico to American industries. St. Louis GlobeDemocrat.
with return privileges from the railroads
for the year 1894, if you please.
A MiHslntf Word
"We have
The president remarks:
A constitutional convention to frame
tariff reform before us." He should have
a constitution for the Sunshine state dur emphasized also the fact that "all pros
perity seoms to be behind us." Chicago
ing the year 1894. if you please.
lute-Ocea-

Feee silver, protected lead and pro'

ActsofNUIy School Hoys.
PROFESSIONAL 0AEDS.
The whine of the administration peo
now
the
bnsiuess
is
about
Hawaiian
ple
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
that the use of force never was intended.
The whole policy of Cleveland and
Greshnm is best characterized as silly.
MAX FEOST,
A lot of sohool boys who had prepared
such diplomacy in a mock state depart Attorney at Law, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
ment should have been put on dunce
blocks, unless they meant to majce a
RALPH E. TWITCHELL,
farce, in which case they should have
at Law. Catron block, Santa Fe,
Attorney
draof
certificates
with
been furnished
New Mexioo.
Standard
matic
ability.
Brooklyn
Union.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffin block. Collections and
A Vigorous Criticism of the Wilson
searohing titles a specialty.
Kill.
of the Wilson
A vigorous criticism
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
tariff bill is made in the report of the
minority of the ways and means commit- Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexioo. Offioe,
tee, submitted on Thursday. This report Catron block.
Heed
embodies the estimate of
that the bill will lower the revenue of the
HENRY L. WALDO,
country by $74,000,000, a circumstance
at Law. Will praotioe in the
Attorney
surmost
as
the
ia
characterized
which
several courts of the territory. Prompt
prising thing about the bill, in view of attention
to all business intrusted
existiug conditions. In the next place to his care.given
Office in Catron block.
the minority criticise the bill as not being a measure framed on the principle of
T. F. CONWAY,
"revenue only," but one perpetuating in
many respects features of the protective Attorney and Counselor at Law, Silver
policy which was bo roundly condemned City, New Mexico. Prompt attention
in the platform on which the majority given to all business intrusted to his care.
was elected. Bradstreets.
Practice in all the courts in the territory.
In the Hands of Iteceivers.
The Santa Fe, "the greatest railroad
system in the world," with over 9,000
miles of track, has gone into the hands
of a receiver. This seems as a groat
But the officers of
financial calamity.
the road do not seem to regard in it that
light. They, instead, represent it as
rather of a fortunate thing. They say
that the great system is doing a good
business with every prospect of large increase; that it will continue to be
operated without any decrease of force;
that many improvements will bo made,
and that new engines and enrs will be
purchased and the equipment generally
be improved. If all these things prove
to be true the sections through which the
great line and its branches are operated
will be benefitted instead of injured.
The only persons harmed will be the
eastern holders of stocks and bonds and
mortgages. They will experience only a
temporary delay in the payment due.
And they are likely not in a condition to
be seriously hurt or pinched by that.
They will not suffer at nil as the working- men thrown out of employment. Den
ver Evening Sun.

A Tip tor Worklngmeii
The greater the number of petitions
against the Wilson bill, the more difficult
and will be its passage. Rochester Demo
crat and Chronicle.

of murders
more obedience to law and peace in
New Mexico during the year 1894, if you
please.

small eh number

Dole.
There is a widespread impression to
the effect that President Cleveland's "great
Conoeess meets again next week; get and
good friend" has come to stay
in
to
the
statehood
push
shape
yourselves
Washington Post.
movement for New Mexico to the front
Fairly Earned.
immediately after its
Mr. Cleveland's plea for Liiiuokalani
Democbatio organs and Democratic fairly entitles him to the English disof "Q. C." Springfield (Mass.)
bosses are not quite as enthusiastic over tinction
Union.
Grovor Cleveland as they once were.
Times change and men change with
What It Means.
Free trade "reform" not only increases
them.
the federal taxes of the people, bnt by
New Mexico cattle are appreciating in the destitution it is everywhere crenting
price; this is because people must have it is swelling the local burden ot paupermeat to eat aud because the Democratic ism. New York Press.
administration can not, at this time, hurt
It nek to the I'onaenini Task.
the cattle interests.
Now that the Cleveland administration
has failed to bluff the Hawaiian
Self government is what the people of it will retarn to the congenialpatriots,
task of
this territory want and what the 53d con- persecuting Union veterans and beggar
gress (.honld give them. The people of ing American worKingmen. .new lorn
New Mexico in this respect ask nothing Press.
but their just dues.

worry.clc. Fullstrcugih,
development anil lone
given lo every organ and
portion of tho body.
Simple, natnralmet hod 8.
Immedltitoimprovement
Been. Fiillnre impoBxlhle.
2,0(10 references.
Book,
explanation and proof
mailed (sealed) free.

in

The two leading candidates for the
judgeship of the 6th judicial district are
Messrs. H. B. Hamilton, of Socorro, and
J. Y. Hewitt, of White Oaks. However,
the present popular and fair judge, Hon.
A. A. Freeman, has a year to serve yet
and the people of his district want him to
serve that year.
A oood many Terns sheep are being
pastured in the Guadalupe mountains in
Eddy county; the assessor of that county
will only perform his duty, if he sees to
it, that taxes are assessed and paid on
the bands of sheep from Texas now in
that section. This territory needs all the
taxes justly due it.

Abcordino to foreign advices the Clevea
land administration is negotiating
African
with
South
the
treaty
reciprocity
colonies whereby the TJ. S. is to admit
African wool free of duty if that country
will let in our petroleum. What a bully
good thing this would be for the Stand
ard Oil trust, and for the western American wool grower it would be hades.

What the East is Kicking About.

ERIE MEDICAL CO.
BUFFALO. N. Y.

S,

E--

to the eastern money power, that is
what is chafing and worrying the effete
east. Denver News.

One Year of Uemoerntlc Itiile.
The Democratic party has been in
power less than one year and the losses
to the people have not been less than one
thousand million dollars in good money.
Any man with a head for figures can sum
ud the amount and find that much in
plain view as a direct result of Democratic Boccess at the polls in 1892.
Chicago Inter Ocean.

The Overworked Members of

WAITE'S FOOLISHNESS.

Gov. Waite has, by oalling an extra
session of the Colorado state legislature.
given the eastern gold bugs another cargo
of ammunition for firing nt the west. No
earthly good can come to Colorado by
the legislators dancing to Waite's music,
He doubtless expects to kick himself
into congress as Peffer and Simpson
have done, but we miss our estimate of
the intelligence of Coloradoans if Waite
isn't politically snowed under ere many
more moons have come and gone.

Goods for Old Ones. Goods Sold on
Easy Payment?. Call and see us
No Trouble to Show Goods.

V. D. LORENZO,

D. W.

MANLEY,

DENTIST.

9 to 12, and 2 to 4

OFFICE HOURS

Glcnwood Springs, Colo.
Round trip tickets to Glenwood Springs

Miners-Accordin-

g

BOOK, STATIONERY

Paper Hanger & Kalsominer.
Address

flews Depot!
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SCHOOL
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BOOKS,

ADOPTED BT TUB BOARD OF EDUCATION,

Headquarters for School Supplies
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Truth.
His Dinner.
"I was traveling in Indiana," said the
drummer, "and in order to make several
towns where I thought I could sell some
goods I was obliged to drive about 40
miles. I went through some of the queerest little towns I had ever seen during that
drive, and at one of the queerest of the lot
I stopped for dinner.
"The hotel was an ordinary frame nouse.
The front room had a sort of a counter
across one end, and the local postoffice was
perched on that counter. There were two
or three chairs scattered about, and a great
sheet iron stove, big enough to take In the
stump of a good sized tree, stood in the
center of the room. Tne landlord torn me
.to sit down in the office aud took my team
and stowed it away somewhere. When he
returned, I asked him if I could get som
dinner.
" 'I reckon,' he said.
" 'Is it nearly ready?' I asked, for I wa
hungry as a bear.
" 'I reckon,' he said again, and then hp
disappeared from sight.
"Half an hour later a good looking girl
came out and said that dinner was ready. I
followed her through a long hall into a little room at one end of the building, and
she motioned me to a seat at a pine table
which held a few dishes and which had no
cloth. I sat down and she disappeared. I
waited for 20 minutes and was just about
to leave in disgust when the same girl
came bustling into the room and took a
stand behind my chair. 'Bean soup?' she
asked in a persuasive voice.
" 'No, I said, 'I don't think I care for any
bean soup.'
" 'Bean soup?' she inquired again, still
more persuasively.
" 'I don't want any,' I replied shortly.
" 'Then dinner's over,' she said, and with
that she disappeared, and, by Jovel dinner)
was over, for not another person could I
get to come near me, and I had to harnesl
my team myself." Buffalo Express.

RHEUMATIRgE!
and Powerful Remedy for Rheumatism,
Gout, Lumbago, Sciatica and Neuralgia.

A New

price"$Ioqa
If your druggist

BOX

do not keep it, write to us and we will remit on

ceipt of price.
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Oontint owr 80,000 mtm of enolo Farming

New Mexico Drag Store,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Hembt B. Sohnkides, Secretary

Gottibied Schobeu, Pres.

fc

Fog,

Mgr.

THE SANTA FE BREWING GO.
SKEWERS AND BOTTMCRS Or

Santa Fe Lager Beer.
OF

MsVstUIaOTUBBBB

SODA,

MIRAl,

CARBONATED WATERS

AND

Santa Fe, New Mexioo.

Palace Avenus)

The Closest Thine.
A teacher, questioning little boys about
the graduation in the scale of intelligence,
asked. "What comes next to man?"
Whereupon one little shaver, who waj
evidently smarting under a sense of previous defeat, immediately distanced all com'
De titers by promptly shouting, "His flannel
shirt, ma'am

newTyork

LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Free from all

Writes the most liberal policy.

re-

strictions and technicalities.

RALPH HALLOR AN,
Ueneral Agent, AJbuQ.uero.ne,

IS.

H.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Blie

Objected.
Mrs. Rapsard Didn't you have a girl to
take care of your dear little u iuor
Mrs. Linserly Oh, yes. But I couldn't
get her to stay.
Mrs. Rapsard What was the matter?
Mrs. Lingerly She didn't like it because
we kept a baby. Brooklyn Life.

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Pedro Perea,
President
T. B. Catron, - Vice President
R. J. Palen,
Cashier

"Mrs. Smith's daughter is singing her
new song now."
"I can't hear a sound, and I don't believe
you can, with the house two blocksawny."
"1 didn't say l could, out i see tne com
pany all leaving. Chicago Inter Ocean.
The Word For

It.

.

"Does that mule kick?" asked a mar
who was standing on the curb.
"Nope." replied the proprietor of the ani
mal. "Wid some mules hit might be called
kickin, but when be lets go hits er explo
sion." Washington star.
A Hark Down Sale.
Customer The price of these shoes seems
pretty high. Are you sure they have been
marked down?
New Salesman Yes'm. They've been
marked down from sevenB to threes. Chi'
cago Tribune.
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J. C. SCHUMANN,
Boots, Shoes &
Leather
Findings.
Packard Shoes.
the
Agent
-- DBiXBB
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Fast Side of Plaza.

LandsforSale at $25 an Acre, on
Thin price Including perpftoal water right
Snakes, no Sunstrokes.

; i

Seeing Was Believing;.

SOL. SPIEGELBERO
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Only by
N.K.FAIRBANK & CO.

TEE E3 PE3CO!
U
'ACRE.
finest mum of Irrigating Oanaieon

in

Made

"Yes, ma'am," said the fish man. "Hera
is a fresh lot."
"Oh, dear me, I don't want them. They
are green. Haven't you any riper ones
than those?" Truth.
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Mrs. Honeymoon.

The poor overworked members of congress who labored for two weeks and
four days, Saturdays and Sundays excluded, have decided to take full advantage of the holidays, and practically
nothing will be done to expedite' business. Salaries will, however, go on just
the same. Kansas City Star.

,

H 111

Couldn't Fool Her.
"Have you any lobsters today?" asked

Con-icres- s.

How do they liike the Change I
Special telegrams to Bradstreet'a from
119 cities in the United States show that
the total number of unemployed with
those dependent upon them for a living
is nearly 8,000,000". It would be safe to
multiply that number by three for the
LINCOLN COUNTY.
whole country. How do the people like
This journal, on another page, pub the "change" they secured last year?
lishes an article on the resources and Denver Republican.

COLLAR, CUFFS.

A Wrapped Expression

He Announced Himself.
A rector of Eltham once gave out thf
words, "Who art thou?" and as he paused
for a moment an officer in uniform, who
had just entered the church, suddenly halt
ed, and taking the question as personal
promptly replied, "Sir, I am the recruiting
officer of the Sixteenth Foot, and having
my wife and daughter with me should bl
glad to make the acquaintance of the clerilnslncsg Notice.
of the neighborhood." Ar
Frank Masterson has fitted up his gy and gentry
cabinet maker and carpenter shop, on gonaut.
corner opposite Boletin Popular office on
Bright.
Water street, hie is prepared to do all
"It's only a question of a few days now,
kinds of upholstering, cabinet making Mr. Kreditt," said young Tudors to the
and general carpenter work, with neat. creditor he was putting off. "It's only a
ness and dispatch, and soiioits tnepublio s few
days before I shall pay you in full. The
patronage. If you have any extra nice future is bright with promise"
or difficult work to do, give him a oall.
"Excuse me, Tudors," said the creditor
Bruffly, "that's what I'm kicking about.
The past has been a good deal too bright
I want pay." Chicago
with promises.
Record.

J. WELTMER

Painter,

New Mexico, Arizona, Utah and
Oklahoma have been admitted to stateAll work promptly executed,
hood tho states west of the Mississippi
will lack only six votes of a majority in through local postoffice.
the United States senate. The west and
south will then be in a position lo dictate
When

Fe, N. M.

to the amendment to the
United States statutes, relating to miner's
claims, it is absolutely necessary that
those wishing to avail themselves of the
opportunity ottered to suspend assess
ment work for the vear 1893 must file
their notice in the office of the probate
clerk on or before the 31st day of Decem
ber, 1893. The necessary blanks for this
purpose may be had at the Now Mex.
icah office at 5 cents each or three for a
dime.

Agreeable Heading.

The big figures which recount the re.
turn of immigrants to Europe from the
United States make agreeable reading.
The labor market in Hub country has
been immensely overstocked Biuce the
panic began, and the larger the emigra
tion is among the unemployed the better
for those who remain. bt. Louis lilobe- Democrat.

Attorney and Counselor at Law. Practices in all the courts of the territory.
Special attention given to land office
business. Office in Catron Block, Santa

Attention,

Picture Frames and Mouldings Of
Then and Sow.
all Einds and Patterns. Easels and
"Let us at all times bear in mind that
Goods. We also buy and sell
Tdebe is no sale for New Mexico wools
it is the people's cause we have in hand," Fancy
Goods from a Child's
the
New
Year's gift
at present; that's the
said Mr. Cleveland before election. Second Hand
Democratic administration has presented ."Step up to the cashier's desk, Mr. Van Chair to a Monument Exchange New

to the people of New Mexico, who raise Alen, your turn next, Mr. Macveagni"
lorK
between eleven and twelve millions of .is what he says now. Jaw
w
of
wool
yearly.
pounds

A. L. MORRISON,

For the meeting of the New Mexico
territorial convention of Christian En
deavor societies, to be held at Las Vegas,
Deo. 27 and 28, tickets will be sold to Las
Vegas at rate of one lowest fare for the
round trip on Dec. 26 and 27, 1893, good
to return Jan. 8, 1894. Continuous pas
sage in each direction.
H. L. Lutz, Agent.
C. H. Mohedouse, D. F. fc P. A.

and all tlio train of evils
from early errors or later
excesses, ttto result, of
overwork.
FlcUnvset,

D,

Block.

Reduced Hates.

WEAKNESS,
NERVOUSiiESS,
DEBILITY,

E.

CATRON & SPIESS.
,
Attorneys at law and solicitors in chan-oer- y
Santa Fe, N. M. Practice in all the
oourts of the territory. Offices in Catron
,

on sale daily at rate of $36.05. Good to
return until May 81, 1894, for particulars
call at city ticket office.
H. S. Ltjtz, Agent,
,
Geo. T. Nicholson, G. P. & T. A.

Easily, Quickly,
Permanently Restored.

President

E. A. FISKE,
Attorney and counselor at law, P. .0. Box
"F," Santa Fe, N. M., practices in supreme and all district courts of New Mexioo. Special attention given to mining
and. Spanish and Mexican land grant
litigation.

(OAP
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tected wool during the year 1894 for our
miners and sheep growers, if you please
A

Grandma's Observation.
Grandma had not been to the circus for
many years, but the younger generation
prevailed upon her, and she went to this
one, much against her principles. Grandma
does not approve of circuses, and she
watched the performance with ill concealed
perturbation. Presently there was a bareback act which introduced a man and a
woman who rode together in many and
wonderful positions. The act ended in a
burst of applause, and Mabelle turned to
grandma.
Oh, grandma, wasn't it grand? "
"Perhaps it was," said grandma severely.
"But all I can say is, I hope they're mar
rled." Boston Budget.

10

Years Time with Interest

at

6

Per Cent

no Cyclones, no Bail Storms, no Floods, no Blizzards, no Thunder Storms, no Hot Winds, no Northers, no Winter Bains, no Grasshoppers, no JbOaite, io Epidemic Diseases no Prairie

PECOS IRRIGATION

Kiel,

AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, EDDY, HEW UEXICO.

The Daily New Mexican ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

Alttrdln the Hand.

Sweet, let me kiss you, the lover said;
The beautiful maiden hung her head,
Then answered him with a blush and
smile,
You may wait, I think, for a little while,
Just wait till Christmas, and then, you
know,
You may kiss me nnder the mistletoe.

(Western

SANTA FE AND ITS ATTRACTIONS

TIME TABLE NO.
In effect Sunday, November

35.
27, 1892.

Leave Chicago at 8:30 p. m., 8;30 p. m
Arrive at Chicago 0:30 a. m., 9:10 a. m.
Leaves Kansas City at 1:00 p.m.; 1:05 p. m.;
Arrives at Kansas City at 8:00 a. m.; 4:40 p.

Chicago.

The Atlantic & Pacific Railroad, the
ereat middle route across the American con
Mussel doesn't seem to me to be cut out
tinent, in connection witn tne ran ways oi
the "Santa Fe route." Liberal management;
for an actor.
facilities; picturesque scenery;
He isn't. Why do you speak of him in superior accoiuiuuuauuiis.
excellent
connection?
that
I think ho intends to beoome one. The Grand Canon of the Colorado

Preliminary Step.

Impossible'
the most sublime of nature's work on earth,
That's what I Bay; but it looks that way. indescribable, can easily be reached viu
Flagstan, Williams or reach epringson tnis
Heisjabout to become a professional road.
To the natural bridge of Arizona and
pugilist.
Montezuma's well you can journey most cu
rectlv bv this line. Observe the ancient In
"the
Bhonld be Arrested, TUe Popular e- dian civilization of Lacuna or Acoma, forest
mand.
City of the Sky." Visit the petrified
freak
at
the
See
marvel
and
" Who? What should be arrested? All nearCarrizo.
of Canon Diablo. Take a hunting trip in
excessive nervousness, dyspepsia, head the
magmticent pine forests ot tne Ban
m1i
nlflenlfissness. neuralcria. Francisco
mountains. Find interest in the
nervous debility, dullness, confusion of ruins of the
mind, nervous prostration, ana eiu.
beCave and Cliff Dwellers.
They should be arrested, or, stopped,
fore they develop into a condition that
this
purpose View the longest cantilever bridge in Amercan but result fatally. For
ica across the Colorado river.
no remedy equals Dr. Miles' Restorative
'
t.ho rlianrwArv of the renowned
T. R. Gahcl, General Supt.
v..jna
the
are
remedies
whose
W. A. Bissell, Gen. Pass. Agt
specialise
wunu.
tne
civnizeu
wonder ot
bjiiijo H. 8. Van Sltck,
is sold by A. C. Ireland jr., on a positive
Gen. Agt., Albuquerque, N. W.
guarantee. Ask for his book free.
-:

Ko Great Feat.
These porters that work around wholesale grocery stores are mighty strong men.
Think so?
Yes. I saw one raise a barrel of flour
just now with the greatest ease and place
it in a wagon.
H'mt That's no great feat.
It ain't?
Mo; that's selfraising flour.
A Mew Cause, Thousands Flock to

standard.

its

to the

publio it always excites attention. prominent physician has said that la grippe,
during the last three years, has done more
to weaken the hearts of the world than
any other cause that has ever existed.
Those who have had this malady and
subsequently found themselves subject
to palpitation, short breath, irregular
pulse, wind in stomach, pain in side or
shoulder, smothering spells, fainting,
dropsy, and etc., may feel assured they
'
have heart disease, which unless checked
at once, may result fatally. Dr. Miles'
New Heart Cure is the only remedy that
can be relied upon to effect a cure. Sold
by A. C. Ireland jr., on a guarantee. Ask
for the Doctor's new book, iree.
A

urand Canon of Colorado IUver.

the Santa Fe route, in northern
Arizona, 1,262 miles from Kansas City, is
the town of Flagstaff. A
stage
line rang from Flagstaff to the Grand
More
than
river.
Colorado
the
of
Canon
a mile in depth, this is the sublimest of
Titan of chasms. Twenty
gorges- -a
Yosemites might be hidden unseen below,
and Niagara wonld look scarcely larger
than a brook.
Don't fail to visit this first wonder of
the world. Yon oan "read up" about it by
aBking G. T. Nicholson, G. P. & T. A., A.
T. & S. F. R. R. Co., Topeka, Kas., to mail
you a free copy of an illustrated book
describing this terra inoognita. The book
is no common affair; bat is entertainingly
written, beautifully illustrated and a gem
of the printer's art.
On

and as a health and pleasure resort, can
be reached quickly in Pullman buffet
sleeping oars from Denver, Colorado
Springs and Pneblo via the Missouri Pa- oino railway. Burrerers or "ia grippe," in
Qnenza, asthma and kindred diseases oan
obtain relief by a visit to this famous
sanitarium.

far health, sea air. and
Mminti! wtiAiA nhnn too deoo for all
other Texas porta sail in and oat with

Holiday Excursion

Rate.

Round trip tickets will be sold to all
in New Mexioo, within 200 miles
points
earlier
and
fruits
pay
where
ripen
ease;
of Santa Fe at the rate of one lowest
better than in California, where the soil
s
fare. Dates of sale December
Vrnah vegetables
i. naftival l.
25 23, 24, 25, 80 and 81, 1893, and January 1,
three
in
Coldest day
winter.
years
all
...
1894. Limited for return on Jannary, 8,
t. J
trt J
flSgt S BOOTS sero. n Brutes ujr an us 1894. Continuous passage ia each direo
greas. Vslasoo offers the best invest tion.
H. L. Lutz,
ments In the south. Write the Commer
Agent,
G.T.Nicholson,
cial elab, Vslasoo Texas.
G. P. & T. A.
first-clas-

hot-hai-

Shareholders Jleetlng.

Looking Better
feeling

.The regular annual meeting of the shareholders of the First National bank of Santa Fe. at Santa Fe.N. M., for the election
of directors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other bosiness
which may be brought before it, will be
held at the banking house of said bank at
8:80 o'olock p. m., on Tuesday, January
J-

better-be-tter

in

every-

There's
way.
more consolation
in that than well
people stop to
ponder. To get
back flesh and
spirits is everything.

1894.

,

R.

-

Pams,

Cashier.

ANCIENT AND MODERN

For every case of Catarrh which
they cannot cure, the proprietors of
Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy agree
to pay $500 in cash. You're cured
by its mild, soothing, cleansing, and
healing properties, or you're paid.
HELPING

HIM

OUT.

Juit the Sort of a Girl For a Fellow to

Have.
A certain youth had apparently been
making himself offensive to a certain young
woman, and another youth had taken the
young woman's part to the extent of punching the first youth in the eye, knocking
Mm down, jumping on him and then kicking him. After it was all over an old gentleman took the victor aside and said, "I
admire gallantry."
"Wot's that?" asked the victor.
"I say I admire gallantry. I saw you go
to the defense of that young lady."
"She's my gal," explained the youth.
"Your girl?"
"Yep. We've been trainin together for
six months."
"Training?"
"I'm her steady company. See?"
"Oh, yes, yes, of course. That made yon
all the nngrier when you saw this fellow
annoying her."
"Annoyin her! Mister, you don't seem
to catch on. I've been layin for this
dude fer 'most a month, 'cause I
don't like him. See? He sorter riles me.
An Mag, she don't like him, neither. But
I couldn't get near to him to smash him
he wouldn't give me no reason to do it, an
I'll jest
so Mag, she says: 'I'll fix him.
an then you can stop up
get him
an smash him for flirtin with your gal.'
Awful smart gal, Mag is. So she togs herself out an goes out an catches the (silly's
eye an gives a sort of razzle dazzle, an that
gives me the chance I want, an I comes up
an asks him what he's flirtin with my gal
fer an biffs him one in the eye an then
jumps on him an squares up fer all thotimo
I've been waitin. Great girl, Mag is. She
knows bow to help a feller out when he's
dyin fer a chance to swipe one or tneso yel
ler shoed skates." Chicago Post.
One Woman's Reason.
"Why, Mrs. Howcomel I am so glad to
meet yon! I have not seen you since we
You are attending the fair,
leftN'Yawk.
of course?"
"Yes. I was there one day."
"Only one day? I've spent the whole
Isn't it
week there. Isn't it wonderful?
I could wander forever
magnificent?

among the great buildings ana over tne
Wooded Island. And those lagoons! To
ride by moonlight swiftly in and out of the
shadows and see the lights flashing on the
domes and minarets and hear the happy
voices that come to you over the dancing
waters and through the perfume laden atof paradise!"
mosphere is like a dream
"But the crowd!" "Yes, the crowd is not the least interest
ing part of the great exposition, bo cosmo
politan, so unique, so varied! Such endless
opportunities lor cnaracter stuuyr-"Busuch a crash! Such mobs!"
"Of course. And there's a charm even in
that. They are good natured mobs. When
are you going again ?"
"I'm not going again!"
"You are not going againl Why
not?"
"They knocked my hat off!" Chicago
Tribune.
t

Mountains

of Mineral,

AT THE GATEWAY OP THE NATIONAL

be to yonr advantage to know the
Wabash is the shortest line Between ft.an
gas Citv and St. Louis.
The Wabash is the shortest and moat
direct route between Kansas City and
Detroit or Toledo, connecting at both
those points with the trunk lines east.
The Wabash forms the most oonvenient
route from western points to Chicago
and lands passengers in Chicago more
oon veniently to the World's fair lines than
any other road.
The Wabash runs finer equipments for
botb first and second-olas- s
passengers
than any other route. Call or write.
0. M. Haxpsom, Com'l Agent,
1224 17th St, Denver, Colo. '

It will

of pure Cod Liver Oil with
is prescribed by lead-nphysicians everywhere for loss
that are causing rapid
of flesh and vital strength.
Hypo-phosphit-

es
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ail-men- ts

Scottf Emulsion will do morej that

to atop a llngeringCough-- it ?rtlflea
ttaa system A0A1IST coughs ami colds.
Bowne.
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If Yon are ttolng East

All

The World's Chiefest Sanitarium Statistical Information for Tourist,
valid and Health Seeker.

Piaza,

Santa Fe, U.

PARX

Santa Fe, the cily of the Holy Faith of
St. Francis, is situated on the site of an
ancient Indian Pueblo called
It is probably the oldest civilized community in the United States and the most
anoient of American capitals. The Spanish
town was founded in 1005. Authorities
disagree as to whether this city or San
Fin., were first founded. Santa
Fe was first visited by American traders
in 1801, and from that time dated a
wonderful era of prosperity. The thrilling incidents of the old Santa Fe trail,
starting from Wcstpurt, Mo., gave it a
world wide fame.

. STORE?'
:DRUGCorner
of the
Southwest

Fruitful Orchards and Other Hesources.

M.
Compounded.

Prescriptions Carefully

In-

the church museum at the new cathedral,
the archbishop's garden, church of Our
Lady of Guadalupe with its rare old
works of art, the soldiers' monument,
monument to the Pioneer
rut uarson, erected by the U. A. R. of
New Mexico;
St. Vincent's hospital.
conducted by the Sisters of Charity, and
tne urpnans' industrial school; the Indian training school; Loretto academv
and chapel of Our Lady of Light; the
Kamona Indian school, at. Catharine's
Indian school.
It will therefore be seen that while
Santa Fe possesses the delightful climate
of a sanitarium, she is not devoid of interest. The health seeker should never
go to a dull place. Ennui and listless
ness are the handmaidens of disease.
THK WOBLD'S ONLY SANITARIUM.
Here is interest for the studious histor
Prof. Mark Harrington, chief of the TJ. ian, the gay sportsman or the more sightS. weather bureau, says: "Santa Fe is in seer. If you have energy enough to move
around yon can not be dull amid such
the driest habitable part of the United
surroundings.
States. This region is extensive, and
NATUBAL BBAUTT.
changes in form from season to season,
Even
the
inveterately lazy can enjoy
but Santa Fe is always in it."
It is situated in a charming nook of the life here also if they have money. To the
S.iuta Fe range, and its climate is domi- east Old Bnldy lifts a snowy dome in
nated by the influence of mountain peaks
and his steeply sloping forested
that tower nearly 14,000 feet high. To- winter,
sides in summer rival his winter beauty.
gether with this it lies at an altitude of In the winter the full moon at night and
7,015 feet, and latitnde, abont the 36th the sun
by day turn his crest into a
degree north, that gives it a peculiar ad- diadem of brillmnti). To the west the
as
a
sanitarium.
The
elevation
vantage
Jeniez and Valle mountains, scarcely less
tempers the summer heats, which natural- grand than the Santa Fe range reflect the
ly should be about that of Memphis, Bnnnets in a hundred
tones, while
Teun., or Bakersfield, Cat., and its south- their purple bases glorious
lend an ideal backern situation reduces the rigors of winter.
for
all
this splendor.
As an illustration, during the winter of ground
FUBLIO INSTlTnTIOHS.
1892, the daily publio concerts in the
Among the more important public inplaza were only stopped three times by
weather, and last winter the omissions did stitutions located here, in spacious and
attractive modern buildings, are the U.
not exceed half a dozen.
The altitude compels the lungs to work, S. court and federal office building, the
and no one in Santa Fe can be accused of territorial capitol, St. Vincent's sanibeing "too lazy to breathe," as a great tarium, territorial penitentiary, Now Mexphysician expressed it. The rare, ozon-ate- ico orphan's training school, St. Vincent's
air permeates every cell of the lungs, charity hospital, U.S. government Indian
and thus prevents hemorrhage.
Drg. school, Ramona memorial institute for
Symington and Harroun, who have prac- Indian girls, St. Catherine Indifm boys
ticed in Santa Fe for over twenty years, training school, Fort Marcy barracks, St.
report that they have only found two Michael's college, Loretto academy, Pressases among the native people of con- byterian home missions industrial Bchool
for girls, New Mexico deaf and dumb insumption.
stitute, New West academy, Catholic
NOHMAL
TEMPEBATUni.
cathedral and four
churches, EpisThe U. S. weather observation office copal, Presbyterian, parish
Methodist and Conhas been stationed here for twenty years, gregational
churches, the governor's
rod the following statistical data tells palace, the arohepiscopal residence of
J.
B.Salpointe and Archbishop
better than words how evtn and mild is Archbishop
P. L. Chapelle and many others, including
khe climate of Santa Fe. Taking the
s
hotel accommodations, and
lummer heat and the winter cold the fol- several
institutions for the beuo
lowing tables show a most equable and lit of sanitary
delightful temperature:
The U. 8. court of private land clnims
is in session here throughout most of the
ANSUAt.UBAN.
YBAB.
ANNUAL
MEAN.
RIB,
yenr, and the arguments therein, involving
as they do points of historical and
interest, are instructive, not
1872 ..
..4'
to the lawyer but to the layman.
1883..,
only
1884
1873..
..48.5
..,
Path-Finde-
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Plaza Restaurant!
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MEALS AT ALL H0UES DAT 0E NIGHT.
OEDEES A SPECIALTY.

MRS. ROSE MULLER, Prop.
Academy of our Lady of Light.
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MEXICO.

SANTA FE, NEW

per month. TJse
Board and tuition, wishing and bedding;, $22
t
free to puPils-MusiStenography
languages fcim extra charges.
jainting, private lessensto in
Tuition of select day pupils $2 $5 per month, according to glade.
the nnnual session tegina on the first Monday of Scf temtcr.
For prospectus, apply to
of typewriter $1.60 per month.

tai-gh-

MM FUCK Ul,

first-clas-

Superior.

bealth-seeker-

1874'..

1875
1870
1877
1878

..48.0 1885 ...
..47.
1886..,
..47.5 1887 ..,

..
..
..

.
.

...
1879..,
1880.
1881

.47.6
.47.5

..50.2
.43.0

lacking

1888
1889
1890
1891
1892

.47.7
.47.6

.49.0

..,
..,
..,
...
..,

.48.4
.49.8
.50.4
.47.11

.49.1

Id.
The annual monthly values will show
the distribution of temperature through
the year.
VSOi

MONTH.

MEAN.

MONTR.

January
February
March

2S.3
31.7
39.1

April

45.51

50.0
65.4

May

June

KBAN.
63.0
f5.9

July

August
September
October
November
December

59.0
49.4
311.7

40.2

There is no other locality, even the
boasted climate of southern France, that
can show such a stable and equable
range of heat and cold. The health seeker need fear no sudden changes. A little
attention to clothing and he oan bid oolds
In cases of
and inflammations
death from tubercular disease the Mew
8
Mexico rate is only in 1,000.
This is the lowest known record, and it
must be remembered that the looal contingent of consumptives is daily augmented by the immigration of those who
seek respite from that dreaded scourge.
The record of deaths at Santa Fe is
much lower than the territorial average.
In New England the consumptive death
rate is 25 out of every 1,000 of the community; in Minnesota it is 11, and
throughout the southern states six per
1,000. This city enjoys the spring climate of northern Illinois and Indiana;
the summer climate of Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota, and the winter
temperature of southern Illinois, Indiana
and Tennessee. This, however, is only as
The dry
shown by the thermometer.
tonio air of the mountain altitude fills one
so
with vivacity and health, and
strong is
the influence of the ozone and eleotrioity
on the nerves and system that acclimation
is wonderfully rapid. This of itself is a
great boon. Cases are on record of increase in the chest measure of immigrants here of from four to seven inches.

BESOUBCIg.

Santa Fe county has an area of 1,408,000
acres and a population of nbqut 17,000.
The city itself contains over lf,000 actunl
residents. The valley soils are especially
adapted to fruit raising, and the product
is of the finest flavor and appenrnnces.
Peaches sweet as a nectarine, plums and
apricots, large and luscious, apples, pears,
berries and all the hardy fruits flourish in
abundance, usually commanding a bettor
and more remunerative market tlnm even
the California fruits. The cloudless, sunny days bring out all their fruity and
saccharine qualities.
Large mineral deposits, including gold,
silver, precious stones, principally the
turquoise and garnets nearly as line as rubies, and topaz, also; both bituminous and
anthracite coal are found in ginnt veins.
The two kinds sometimes run in parallel
veins in the same mine. Iu addition to
tills "natural coke" is found.
PBOSFKOT1VS

TUX
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THE FILIGREE

Gold WatcL.es, Diamonds, Silver Ware and Clocks,
Watch Repairing Strictly First-clasSilver Novelties and
kinds of

Filigree articles

Sterling
Keeps all
suitable for presents at lowest prices.

-
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Genera 1 Merchandise

Dr. J. F. Danter, vice president of the
American Health Resort association, Bays:
"It is worth traveling miles to drink of
such waters as flow through this deep cut

in the mountains and supply the city of
Santa Fe for domestio purposes and for
irrigation of the fruit farms. The water
is absolutely pure, cold and fresh from
the molting snows above, or trickling
from springs in the mountain side, ft ig
free from all lime, alkali or other ingredients so very injurious to the consumptive patient. Such water is a great boon
NATUBAL
ATTBAOTlOHS.
and at any time, bat here, where
Besides this Sauta Fe lies in a moat anywhere
other features of sunshine and puro air
is
the
It
at
entrance
valley.
picturesque
combine to produce an ideal climate, it
of a splendid cagon, abounding in natural is of special value."
THE MILITABT POST,
of the
curiosities. It is also the gate-wa- y
Bhe-r- lf
you will write me out a sentence Pecos National park, where fish ani game Ft. Marcy, at Santa, Fe is the oldest
in your own handwriting, I will tell you abound. Within easy riding or driving established military station on American
what your character is.
soil. The Spaniards oconpid it as such
distances there are over forty places of
He (complying) How will this do?
of historio interest. Among in 1602. Old Fort Marcy was built
by
She (reading, "How I would like one litwhiob may be mentioned the old adobe pal- Gen. Kearney in 1818; and the present
tle kiss!" I am afraid this Isn't enough.
ace, first erected shortly after 1605, from site was occupied in 1850; the post is
Truth.
which the Spanish viceroys ruled this
garrisoned by headquarters, the band
great province. The present structure and two companies of the 10th U. S. inBegun Work at One.
is
full
it
From
but
abont
of
utiles
1716;
Fond Mother And bo my little angel
fantry nnder command of Col. E. P.
as every room is consecrated by Pearson;
its looation here adds greatly to
joined the Little Defenders today and will interest,
In
this
events.
of
the
thrilling
memory
Sauta Fe'g attractions socially and comalways be kind to dumb animals?
Wallace
Lew
wrote
his
Uen.
I
building
Little Angel Yes'm. Comin home
mercially. The military, baud stationed
here is one of the best in the army and
met a man wlf a bog full ot kittens 'at he famous Ben Hur.
of San Miguel, was burlt in renders
The
chapel
to
an
he promised
delightful mosio daily in the
was goin to drown,
1(130 and still stands.
By its side is the public plaza for the pleasure of citizens,
bring them here for us to be kind to.
T!i
oldest honse in the United Stales.
Good News.
KETEBOLOOIOAL DATA,
walls of the old cathedral date from 1622,
'.
The following is taken from the reoordg
but the rest of the strnotnre is of more
A Gnrlons Character.
modern date. Within oonvenient dis- of the U. S. weather office of Santa Fe for
"That young doctor to whom you intro- tances are the Indian
of Tesuqut 1893s
duced me is rather a curious character, is and Nambe; in a side pueblos
canon of the Santa
4M
he uot?"
Fe are the delightful Aztec springs, while Avera;etemprntiir.....
4S.0
Avpraee relative humidity
. "What makes you think so?"
iniles per hour. 07.1
miles
the
of
Avernire
water
wind,
main
nine
about
velocity
up
"I met him yesterday and said, 'I hope I course is Monument rock. The road Total rainfall
ll.ej
Number of cloudless
2)1
see you well,' and he said, 'Excuse me, I
tliillier is one of surpassing lovelineM. Nutntier of fair ilny day
97
never talk shop.' "New York Press.
29
of
is
Number
town
of
south
and
To the
cloudy day
Agua Fria,
the famous tarqnoiso mines pronounced
From January 1, 1898, to August 15,
Above Writing IU
by Tiffany the finest in the world; and 1893, the following is the record:
An old negro who had business In a law- beyond the Rio Grande are the San
14S
Number of dotting days
,
If
he
could sign his
64
Pueblo and the curious cliff dwel- Number of fair or partly cloudy
yer's office was asked
ot
Number
Is
sah?"
II
cloudy days.
name. "How
dat,
lings.
"if
the
These records speat for themselves.
you
"I ask,"
lawyer answered,
Uther points of intorest to the tourists
a
neareh
in
of
salu
can write your name?"
dry, snnny,
are: The Historial society's rooms; the Anyone
"Well, no, sah. I neber writes my name. j"Garlta," the military quarters, ehapel brious climate can do no better than come
Santa
to
I jew dictates It, iah
Our
of
of
Lad
the
and oemttery
Hostrj)
i

SPITZ,
JEWELER.

S- -

BESOUBCES.

The Chicago Municipal & Investment
company has completed a magnificent
water works system just east of town, furnishing water under 140 pounds pressure.
All the modern improvementsintheway of
aereation, etc., are provided. Iu addition
thereto preliminary work is now being
conducted on reservoirs and canals that
will irrigate over 100,000 acre3 of splendid land in and around the city. These
will undoubtedly bo completed within two
years, as every effort !b being made to
hurry their construction.

;

Scott's Emulsion

Pwwwd bf Boo"
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Too Little.

tltar of the South.
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and your cough may end in someIt's pretty sure to,
thing serious.
if your blood is poor. That is just
the time and condition that invites
Consumption. The seeds are sown
and it has fastened its hold upon
you, before you know that it is
near.
It won't do to trifle and delay,
when the remedy is at hand. Every disorder that can be reached
through the blosl yields to Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
For Severe Coughs, Bronchial,
Throat and Lung Diseases, Asthma,
Scrofula in every form, and even
the scrofulous affection of the lungs
that's called Consumption, in all its
earlier stagts, it is a positive and
complete cure.
It is the only blood - cleanser,
strength restorer, and flesh builder
so effective that it can be guaranteed. If it doesn't benefit or cure,
in every case, you have your money
back. All medicine dealers have it.

1865.

CITT"

LET IT EUN

When Your Eye Strikes This Stop
and Bead It.
The famous hot springs of Arkansas
world renowned for their health qualities

fin in Valnann

ElTAlXIIBlD

Division.)

The youth the maid to his bosom drew
And a manly arm round her neck he threw
in
And said as he crumpled ber well starched
Leave La Junta 7:00 a. m. 9:50 a. m. Ar
rive at La Junta at 9:10 a. m. 8:30 a. in.
ruohe,
A bird in the hand's worth two in the
EASTWARD
westward
STATIONS.
bush;
NO. 2 NO. 4
NO. 3
NO. 1
Old Time for lovers is slow in flight;
9:30 p 4:25 a Lv... Albuq....Ar 700 p 5:30a
I will kiss you under the stars
7 30 p
10:U5a
Coolidge
And if all goes well with me and yon,
3:30 a 10:25 a
l'43p 2:35 a
Wingate
1:00 p 2:05 a
at
1:05
a
kiss
10:55a
Christmas,
will
Gallup..
you
Why, then, I
5:40 a 2:55 p ..Nav Springs... 6:30a 5:20 a
too.
5:00 a 4:00 a
7:UOa :lUp .... HolbrooK...,
4:00 a 2:50 a
2:20 a 3:30 n
Winslow
1:00 a 9:55 p
10:50
a
Flacstaff....,
Sell Praise.
C:10p
9:45 a 8:40 p
Williams
Self praise is no recommendation, but 12:30p 8:00 p
Ash Pork... 8:40 a 7:45 p
p a:UUp
there are times when one must permit a 2:30pl0:20p
2:55
a 1:40 p
Seligmnn....
CMO r
Sp'gs..
person to tell the truth about himself. 3:50pll:20a ... Peach
Kinirmaii...
10:55p 9:40 p
z:iaa
When what he says is supported by the o:3U p 4:10
a ....The Needles...
7:50 p
0:50 p 5:50 p
Blake.
testimony of others no reasonable man 9:lo p U:i
9:25 p 5:23 a
6:55
...Fenner
a
9:00
that
p
will doubt his word. Now, to Bay
a
4:20 p
1:20 p 9:00 a
...Bagdad,
Allcock's Porous Plasters are the ouly 2:35al2:55p
2:00 p 2:35 s
made
..Lv
Ar...Barstow
S:OUa Z:iup
l:40pl2:15 a
genuine and reliable porous plasters
9:30 a
...Mohave
6:00p
is not self praise in the slightest degree.
over
test
for
the
stood
thirty
have
They
years, and in proof of their merits it is
Arrive Los Angeles 7:50 a. m.6:30p. m
7:00 a. in 5:15 p. m.
only necessary to call, attention to the Leave Los Angeles at 12:50
Arrive San Diego
p. m. 9:20 p. m.
cures they have effected and to voluntary Leave
2:10
San Diego at
p. in. 2:10 p. in.
to
testimonials of those who have used them.
a. ni. Leave at
U:lo
rancisco
Arrive ism
Beware of imitations and do not be de- 3:30 p. m.
Ask for
CONNECTIONS.
ceived by misrepresentation.
Allcock's, and let no solicitation or ex- ALBUQUERQUE
A., T. & S. F. Railway
for all points east ana south.
planation induce yon to accept a substitute.
ASH FORK Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix
railway lor Fort Whipple ana rrescott
and connection with stage lines for points
Compulsory Affection.
in Central Arizona.
Aunt Jemima (visiting) Well, Tommy,
do you love your little baby brother? SELIGMAN P. & A. Railway for Prescott.
Tommy Yessum.
BLAKE Nevada Southern Railway for
Aunt Jemima And why do you love
stage lines ior
rnruy ana connection wiiii
mining districts north. '
little brother, Tommy?
Tommy It hurts less than getting BARSTOW Southern California Railway
for Los Angeles, San Dieco and other Calilicked.
fornia points.
MOJAVE Southern Pacific Company for
Miles' Nerve lilver Pills.
Han Francisco, Sacramento ana oilier
Act on a new principle regulating the
JNortnern uaiitomia points.
the
bowels
and
stomach
through
liver,
nerves: A new discovery. Dr. Miles
pills speedly cure billioueness, bad taste Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
piles, constipation.
tirpid liver,
for men, woman, ohildren. Small No change is made by sleeping car passenest mildest, surest, 60 doses 25 cts. Samgers between San Francisco and Kansas
City, or Sau Diego and Los Angeles and
ples Free, at A. C. Ireland, jr.

When a new cause is presented

HISTORIC CITY.

RAILROAD.

SHOOTING STARS.

.

THE

I.

Largest and Blost Complete Stock of General Merchandise
Carried in tbe Entire Southwest.

Santa Fe
FOUNDED 1850.

New Mexico

PROGRESSING 1893.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING-

-

CO

Sewing machine makers for the civil world
They now offer the latest and best machines for family use.
Manufacturing machines especially.
Prices within reach of all.
Light running, noiseless, durable and simple.
Easy to learn Easy to buy.
Liberal terms on monthly payments, and liberal reductions for
cash.
With every shuttle machine we give a complete set of fine attachments.
Cabinet Work in both Black Walnut and Antique Oak.
"POST OFFICE BOX 04, SANTA FE, W. II.

HARDCOAL

SOFT COAL.

LUMBER
FEED AND TRANSFER.

All. kinds of Rough and Finished Lumber; Texas Flooring at the lowest
Alio osrrj sa gsnsral Transfst Basi

Doors.
kt3t Prioej WindowsandandGrain.
MS snd deal in

o.

Hj

w. dtj:d:ROW
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Prop.

According to the amendment of the
United States statutes, relating to miner's
U. S. Gov't Report
claims, it is absolutely necessary that
Highest of all in Leavening Power.
Sensational Press Telegrams Calcu those
feet of
That every window or door has from ten to twenty-fiv- e
to avail themselves of the
wishing
to Do Harm for New
lated
to
assessoffered
blows
dust
suspend
which
air
opportunity
arouDd
the
cold
and
or
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 27.
crevices
in,
openings
Mexico.
ment work for the year 1893 must file
with
closed
and when effectually
their notice in the office of the probate
Notioe is hereby given that orders given
Since Thursday last the press associa- clerk on or before the 31st day of Decemby employes upon the New Mexican tions of the country and the newspapers
ber, 1893. The necessary blanks for this
Printing Co., will not be honored unless
mespurpose may be had at the New Mexican
previously endorsed by the business individually have repeatedly sent
manager.
sages to their correspondents here re- office at 5 cents each or three for a dime.
that full particulars be sent
The pupils at the Presbyterian church
questing
Notice.
The saving of fuel, furniture and carpets each year (aside from
Reqnests for back numbers of the New them of a reported race war somewhere had a gala time last evening in celebracomfort) will more than pay the cost. Anyone can apply it.
perMexican, must state date wanted, or they in New Mexico in which twenty-fou- r
tion of Christmas. Parents and friends
will receive no attention.
sons had been killed. The most diligent were also on hand in goodly numbers and
inquiry failed to develop any truth in the enjoyed the occasion quite as much as
METEROLOUICAL.
story and a dispatch was sent out to this did the little ones. There were recitaU. S. Department of Aghxcultuke,
More Crime.
effect:
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